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Abstract.
The knowledge of the effective ion charge Zeff which indicates the degree of plasma
pollution is of high interest, since the tolerable impurity concentration to achieve successful
ignition of a fusion plasma is limited. The quantification of Zeff at ASDEX Upgrade has been
carried out by means of Integrated Data Analysis in the framework of Bayesian Probability
Theory which allows the combined analysis of different bremsstrahlung and charge exchange
diagnostics to obtain one joint Zeff profile. With this tool it is possible to assess the quality
of the data acquired by the individual diagnostics and to find a reasonable selection of data
for the routine Zeff analysis. The Zeff results are validated by the examination of different
discharge scenarios and successfully applied to simulations of the neutron rate and the loop
voltage. The investigation of Zeff for nitrogen seeded discharges reveals a correlation between
the confinement improvement and the increase of Zeff.
1. Introduction
The effective ion charge Zeff is the commonly used quantity to characterise the impurity
content of a plasma. It is defined as the averaged charge,
Zeff =
∑i niZ2i
∑i niZi
= ∑i
niZ2i
ne
, (1)
of all present ions in the charge state Zi, where ne is the electron and ni the ion density
of species i. Zeff has to be kept below a certain value – e.g. at ITER between 1.6 and
2.0 depending on the discharge scenario [1] – because an increasing impurity concentration
leads to an enhancement of plasma dilution and of energy losses via bremsstrahlung and line
radiation. [2]
These two types of radiation are measured via bremsstrahlung and charge exchange
diagnostics and the dependency of their intensities on the ion charge are used to estimate Zeff.
Former work considered these different methods to estimate Zeff separately [3] – at ASDEX
Upgrade mostly in terms of a deconvolution algorithm for the line integrated bremsstrahlung
intensity in the visible spectral range [4]. At the Joint European Torus (JET) tokamak, the
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analysis of the visible bremsstrahlung only allows for inferences on averaged Zeff values.
Instead, Zeff profiles are obtained via tomography of bremsstrahlung in the x-ray region or via
charge exchange measurements of the impurities [5]. Each diagnostic has different advantages
and disadvantages and they do not always lead to consistent results [6].
The current Zeff analysis at ASDEX Upgrade facilitates to consider bremsstrahlung and
line radiation data at the same time. Applying the concept of Integrated Data Analysis (IDA)
– the joint treatment of several diagnostics – in the framework of Bayesian Probability Theory
(BPT) enables to achieve more reliable results and a more consistent error analysis.
In section 2 the charge exchange and bremsstrahlung diagnostics used for this analysis
are presented. Section 3 gives a review on Bayesian Probability Theory and its
implementation to the calculation of Zeff. Several Zeff results for different combined data
sets, displayed in section 4, demonstrate the benefits of IDA. It allows to assess the quality
of different data, to reveal deficits of the individual diagnostics and, therefore, to create a
reasonable selection of data for routine analysis. The quality of the results is validated in
section 5 regarding two different types of discharge scenarios – standard H-mode and helium
discharges. Finally, in section 6 the Zeff analysis is applied to the simulation of the loop
voltage and to nitrogen seeded discharges. The latter are currently of great interest due to
their improved confinement which is still not fully understood.
2. Diagnostics
The diagnostics which are used for the
evaluation of Zeff are named CER, CHR,
CMR and ZEB. The location of their lines of
sight (LOS) in the torus of ASDEX Upgrade
is shown in Figure 1. The CER and CHR [7]
diagnostic, view the main plasma up to the
magnetic axis (black, dashed) in the centre
of the plasma. CMR [8] and ZEB [4] are
edge diagnostics. Like the core diagnostics
they are positioned at the low field side. A
short description of the diagnostics is given
in Table 1.
The dotted orange lines in sectors 7 and
15 (red numbers) represent the centres of the
beams of neutral particles which are injected
to heat the plasma. The gas valves for the
deuterium fuelling of the plasma are located
in sectors 1, 9 and 13.
Figure 1. Location of diagnostics
(coloured, solid), the neutral beams
(orange, dotted), the plasma bor-
ders (black, solid) and the magnetic
axis (black, dashed)
For each of the diagnostics the radiation emitted along the LOS is measured in dedicated
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wavelength ranges using a Czerny-Turner spectrometer and a CCD camera. The intensity is
absolutely calibrated using a calibrated integrating sphere which is placed inside the vessel in
front of the optics and, therefore, considers all optic components. The calibration is carried
out at the beginning and the end of each campaign. In case of considerable modifications in
the calibration coefficient during the campaign (up to 15% have been observed) the data are
recalculated.
CER CHR CMR ZEB
Principle
Charge Exchange Recombination
Spectroscopy
Bremsstrahlung
measurement
LOS 11 9 8 9
Location plasma centre plasma edge
Mostly observed
wavelength
ranges
526−532nm(C5+,n = 7→ 8)
564−570nm(N6+,n = 8→ 9) 532−562nm
Mostly used time
resolution
50ms 1.9ms 60ms
Detector Czerny-Turner spectrometer and CCD camera
Table 1. Overview of diagnostics
2.1. Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy
CER, CHR and CMR are Charge eXchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CXRS) diagnostics
which serve as a measurement of single spectral lines belonging to different impurity species.
After receiving an electron by charge exchange with neutral particles (mostly deuterium) from
the Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) heating system the impurity ions emit characteristic line
radiation. The radiation intensity of this specific transition allows to deduce the density of
the corresponding ion species [9]. With known concentrations of all impurities Zeff can be
calculated according to Equation 1.
One difficulty to estimate Zeff via the line radiation is that the accurate assignment of
the line intensities might be complicated due to overlapping spectral lines of different species
or further contributions from bremsstrahlung or recombination radiation. However, the main
drawback of this method is the requirement of a separate diagnostic for each single impurity
to receive the densities of all species simultaneously. Even if only the main impurities were
considered this would demand a substantial experimental effort.
2.2. Bremsstrahlung
The necessity to know the concentration of each impurity species is omitted in the Zeff analysis
via the bremsstrahlung. The relation between the line integrated bremsstrahlung and Zeff is
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given by:
BLOS =
∫
LOS
dl
∫ ∞
0
dλ C g(λ ,Te,Zeff)
n2eZeff√
kBTe
exp
(
− hcλkBTe
)
λ 2
. (2)
Therefore, measuring the bremsstrahlung intensity BLOS along the LOS while knowing the
electron density ne, temperature Te and the averaged gaunt factor g provides the possibility
to estimate Zeff. The averaged gaunt factors are calculated according to [10] and, for
efficient calculations, supplied in a tabulated form depending on the wavelength, the electron
temperature and Zeff. [2]
The charge exchange spectra do not only provide information about the line radiation
itself – additionally, the assessment of their background radiation can be used as a measure of
the bremsstrahlung intensity. The problem is to differentiate this background from active or
passive spectral lines. Assuming that there are spectral intervals with signals only caused by
bremsstrahlung its emission intensity can be estimated in different ways. One possibility is to
assess the bremsstrahlung signal only from these intervals while the other wavelength ranges
are discarded. The alternative is to employ an outlier robust technique which can be applied
to the full spectrum without censoring of the data. This is especially useful if large amounts
of data have to be analysed routinely.
Both methods rely on the 1/λ 2 dependency of the bremsstrahlung emission and on the
knowledge about the measurement errors. The difference consists in the used likelihood
probability distributions. The first method usually applies a Gaussian likelihood valid for
independent and normally distributed uncertainties. This likelihood can no longer be used if
systematic errors or additional signal contributions, e.g. line radiation, occurs. The second
approach is based on mixture modelling with a likelihood consisting of two parts: A Gaussian
and a marginalized Gaussian likelihood which allows for additional but unspecified signals.
An elaborate analysis of the statistical measurement uncertainties allows to separate statistical
noise from line emission. With this outlier robust method the bremsstrahlung emission can be
estimated in the presence of line intensity and a probability can be calculated if the measured
intensity at a given wavelength is only due to bremsstrahlung or polluted with additional
signals. No data censoring prior to the analysis is necessary. The contaminated signals are
mitigated automatically. Details about the method can be found in [11].
Two examples of such fits to carbon spectra are shown in Figure 2. As already mentioned
the applicability of those fit methods requires regions of radiation which purely consist of
bremsstrahlung. With spectral resolutions better than R = ν∆ν = 5000 the CXRS diagnostics
are capable to resolve even the single lines of molecular bands and, therefore, to fulfil the
constraint of pure bremsstrahlung regions. This can be seen in the right hand spectrum whose
background can be fitted quite well. Anyway, under certain circumstances, which will be
discussed in subsection 4.1, the whole measured frequency range is polluted by overlapping
small lines as for discharge #23757. This leads to an overestimated bremsstrahlung
background.
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Figure 2. Bremsstrahlung fits (red, dashed) to the C VI spectra (black, solid) of discharge
#23757 and #24819 each for LOS 2 of the CER
The ZEB diagnostic does not intersect with the neutral beam. Hence, it measures only
the line integrated background radiation, usually in the wavelength range between 532 and
562nm. This is above the region of recombination radiation and below the region where
thermal radiation of hot vessel components in the infrared spectral range becomes relevant.
Additionally, this range is not strongly affected by line radiation. The same fit algorithm as for
the CXRS spectra is applied to exclude non-bremsstrahlung contributions, like weak tungsten
lines, lines of molecular bands, etc. It is assumed that for the observed frequency range the
latter ones are restricted to the Fulcher bands of D2 [12]. Their line densities might exceed
the resolution capability (R = 3000) of the ZEB but since they do not cover the whole region
of interest the fit method is still applicable.
3. Estimation of Zeff
The assessment of Zeff within the concept of IDA employs BPT. Augmenting the statistical
interpretations of frequency distributions, probability in terms of Bayes serves as a measure
of the validity of a random or non-random quantity. This allows to include presumptions (a
priori information) about the quantity of interest which are independent of the experimental
measurements. Quantified by the prior function p(θ) this previous knowledge about the
quantity of interest – parameterised by θ – is linked with the experimental data y –
considered within the likelihood function p(y|θ) – via Bayes Theorem p(θ |y) = p(y|θ)p(θ)p(y) .
The conditional probability p(θ |y) of the parameter values θ for a given data set y is called
posterior function. The position of its maximum indicates the parameter values that are most
likely to produce the measured data. Since in this case the evidence p(y) is just a normalisation
and, therefore, does not influence the location of the maximal posterior value, it does not have
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to be considered. [13]
Applying Bayes Theorem to the estimation of Zeff results in:
p(Zeff|d) ∝ p(d|Zeff)p(Zeff) (3)
with the jointly measured data d of the bremsstrahlung and the CXRS diagnostics. Since IDA
enables the linkage of several diagnostics for a combined analysis, the posterior distribution
arises from the product of the individual likelihood functions of the different diagnostics and
the joint prior function:
Posterior ∝ LCER×LCHR×LCMR×LZEB×LCXR×Prior. (4)
For the likelihood functions LCER, LCHR, LCMR and LZEB containing the bremsstrahlung
data Gaussian distributions are chosen. They compare the measured line integrated
bremsstrahlung intensity bLOS with the modelled bremsstrahlung intensity BLOS and
weight the deviation with the error of the measurement ∆bLOS: L = p(bLOS|Zeff) ∝
∏LOS exp
{
−12
(
BLOS−bLOS
∆bLOS
)2}
. The modelled bremsstrahlung intensity is given by
Equation 2. The electron temperature and density profiles are estimated separately within the
concept of IDA [14, 15, 16], using the data of the lithium beam impact excitation spectroscopy,
the DCN interferometry and the Electron Cyclotron Emission diagnostic.
Zeff is parameterised with Zeff = 1+ exp(spline), where a cubic B-spline over seven
parameter values at equidistant ρpol values between 0 and 1.2 is used. ρpol =
√
Ψ−Ψaxis
Ψseparatrix−Ψaxis
is the minor radius normalised on the poloidal magnetic flux Ψ. This parametrisation of Zeff
already includes the prior information that Zeff cannot be smaller than 1. Additional to this
hard constraint another soft condition is explicitly given by the prior function: Zeff values
higher than an upper boundary Zeff,up – which are assumed to be unlikely at most time points
of a discharge – are penalised by the prior function p(Zeff) ∝ ∏ j exp
{
−12
(
Zeff,j−Zeff,up
∆Zeff,up
)2}
for ρpol,j with Zeff,j > Zeff,up and p(Zeff) = 1 elsewhere. Typical values of Zeff,up = 10 and
∆Zeff,up = 1 are chosen for routine analysis and for all the results shown in this paper. For
specific applications like the examination of the loop voltage at the very beginning of a
discharge (cf. section 6), these values can be relaxed or even omitted. A beneficial side
effect of this Prior is the increased numerical robustness of the optimisation scheme to find
the posterior maximum.
The data of the line radiation is considered within the likelihood LCXR. It compares
the parameter values of Zeff with the values zeff given by the sum of all impurity densities
according to Equation 1: LCXR = p(zeff|Zeff)∝ ∏ j exp
{
−12
(
Zeff,j−zeff,j
∆zeff,j
)2}
. The uncertainties
∆zeff are given by Gaussian error propagation of the uncertainties of the individual impurity
densities.
An estimate for Zeff is given by the value which maximises the posterior. This maximum
can be determined by finding modelled values D that are consistent with the experimental data
d within the error of the measurement and that satisfy the prior condition at the same time. A
possibility to check the consistency of the modelled data is given by the residuals res = D−d∆d .
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Residual values between +1 and -1 imply that the modelled data fit the measured ones within
their uncertainties.
For the error estimation of the parameter values, the posterior function is approximated
with a normal distribution. The curvature at its maximum, given by the Hessian matrix, then
specifies the 1σ uncertainties. To quantify the error of Zeff, Gaussian error propagation is
applied to include the uncertainties of the electron density and – in case of considering the
bremsstrahlung data – the electron temperature as well. Since the bremsstrahlung depends
quadratically on the electron density while the temperature shows a square root dependency,
the uncertainties in the density are most important. With typical uncertainties of 10% the
electron density delivers the main contribution to the error bars of Zeff.
4. Data validation
The following Zeff profiles serve as a demonstration of the possibility to get consistent results
with the combined analysis of different diagnostics and of the capability of IDA to assess
the quality of the data and to reveal deficits of the individual diagnostics. As the aim of this
chapter is the evaluation of the measured data and the statistical method, this discussion does
not include details of the discharge characteristics. Both discharges treated in subsection 4.1
will be examined again in section 5.
4.1. Combined bremsstrahlung data
Figure 3(a) shows the Zeff profile of discharge #23619 which allows a consistent combined
analysis of three diagnostics – CER, CHR and ZEB. In Figure 3(b) the respective
bremsstrahlung data of the different diagnostics are plotted. The measured line integrated
bremsstrahlung intensity is represented by a solid black line, together with the modelled one
dashed in red against the line of sight, respectively its minimal ρpol value. Additionally, the
residuals are plotted with green dots. With values mostly between +1 and -1, the residuals
imply that the data of all three diagnostics are consistent.
However, not all LOS are considered for the estimation of this Zeff profile. Due to
different reasons the data of some channels or a whole diagnostic cannot be used for the
analysis. For instance, strong deuterium influx by gas valves, fuelling the plasma, perturbs
the bremsstrahlung signal and, hence, LOS passing close to an employed gas valve yield
unreliable results. The influence of the fuelling on the background radiation is demonstrated
in Figure 2. Both spectra are measured with the second innermost channel of the CER. Due
to the usage of the valve in sector 13 (cf. Figure 1) – which is assumed to result in an
enhanced local density of neutrals – for discharge #23757, its spectrum shows much more
passive lines, belonging to transitions of neutrals after (electron) impact excitation, than the
one of discharge #24819, which was fuelled by other valves. These overlapping signals are
difficult to separate from the bremsstrahlung background which is, therefore, overestimated.
Since most discharges utilise the valves in sectors 1 and 13 near the CER and ZEB diagnostic,
their data are not routinely applied for the Zeff analysis. The helium discharge #23619 was
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Figure 3. (a) Zeff profile and (b) respective measured (black, solid) and modelled (red,
dashed) bremsstrahlung intensity and residuals (green, dotted) of CER, CHR and ZEB data
for discharge #23619
fuelled by the valve in sector 9.
Another problem is the occurrence of systematically overestimated bremsstrahlung
values for some LOS which might be the result of reflections at vessel components (cf.
[2, 6, 17]).
This is mainly observed for channel six
of CHR, which views a curved vessel sur-
face (cf. Figure 4). Also channels seven
and eight – which intersect with a plane sur-
face, while the other ones view non plasma-
facing components or complex structures –
tend to be slightly overestimated for some
discharges. However, since channel six is af-
fected by reflections mostly and routinely it
is the only one not considered for the esti-
mation of Zeff.
Figure 4. Positions of LOS of
CHR
The CMR diagnostic is an ideal candidate for providing edge bremsstrahlung information
with high temporal resolution of 1.9 ms. However, due to these short exposure times and
the low density at the plasma edge, the bremsstrahlung intensity is very small and noisy
which makes its separation from passive lines and continuum radiation challenging. Resulting
systematic errors are particularly harmful due to the large number of data as illustrated in
Figure 5(b). The CMR bremsstrahlung values of discharge #23406 seems to be systematically
underestimated. Although these low edge values are not consistent with the CHR data they
dominate the estimation of the edge Zeff values (cf. solid line in Figure 5(a)). Nevertheless,
within the error bars the Zeff profile obtained via the combined data of CHR and CMR is
consistent with the one including only the CHR data (cf. Figure 8(a)).
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Figure 5. (a) Zeff profile of CHR data alone (dashed) and of combined CHR and CMR data
(solid) and (b) measured (black, solid) and modelled (red, dashed) bremsstrahlung intensity
and residuals (green, dotted) of combined CHR and CMR data for discharge #23406
According to this discussion the CHR diagnostic is – apart from its sixth channel – the
most reliable one for the Zeff analysis and, therefore, the only one used for routine analysis.
4.2. Bremsstrahlung vs. line radiation
The Zeff profiles determined from the bremsstrahlung data are now compared with the profiles
from CXRS line emission data. These two methods are known that they might produce
inconsistent results [6].
The estimated impurity densities for discharge #23782 result in the dashed Zeff profile
in Figure 6(a). The dominating impurities – nitrogen and carbon – are measured via the
CXRS diagnostic. Their contributions to Zeff are plotted in Figure 6(b) (nitrogen: blue
diamonds, carbon: orange triangles), as well as the absolute Zeff values (black, solid) given
by the deuterium background and the sum of all impurities which additionally includes
approximations for oxygen (0.05%), fluorine (0.05%) and boron (0.5%). The calculated
Zeff profile is represented by the red dashed curve. Within the error bars, it is consistent with
the result from the bremsstrahlung, the solid line in Figure 6(a), but it shows a different shape.
While the bremsstrahlung data regularly lead to a hollow Zeff profile, the measured impurity
concentrations for this discharge result in a peaked profile.
Other discharges show rather flat or slightly hollow Zeff profiles according to the line
radiation. For instance, in discharge #25391 the nitrogen concentration – the dominating
and only measured impurity – results in a slightly hollow profile shown as a dashed line in
Figure 7(a). However, there is a remaining discrepancy to the Zeff profile obtained by the
bremsstrahlung data of CHR (solid line) at the plasma edge. Here, it should be remarked that
according to transport modelling at the plasma edge the assumption of fully ionised impurities
with Z < 10 is a good approximation within ρpol = 0.95 where electron temperatures are
higher than 500eV . Impurities with Z > 10 are observed at low enough concentrations such
that a contribution to Zeff can be ignored.
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Figure 6. (a) Zeff profiles via bremsstrahlung data of CHR (solid) and via impurity
concentration (dashed) and (b) respective measured (black, solid) and spline fitted (red,
dashed) Zeff values, the contribution of nitrogen (blue diamonds) and carbon (orange triangles)
to Zeff and the residuals (green, dotted) for discharge #23782
To assess the validity of the results obtained with bremsstrahlung and line radiation
against each other, the profiles of discharge #23782 are utilised for the simulation of the
neutron rate. The simulation results are then compared with the measured neutron rate. At
ASDEX Upgrade the neutron rate is dominated by beam-target reactions and can be estimated
according to Sbt ∝ T
3/2
e
nD
ne
PNBI [18]. The rate is proportional to the deuterium density divided
by the electron density and, therefore, dependent on Zeff. The results of the simulations with
the transport code TRANSP [19] are presented in Figure 7(b). The dashed red line describes
the time trace of the simulated total neutron rate that includes the bremsstrahlung Zeff, the
dashed blue line the one with Zeff via the line radiation.
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Figure 7. (a) Zeff profiles of discharge #25391 via bremsstrahlung data of CHR (solid) and via
nitrogen concentration (dashed) and (b) time traces of measured (black, solid) and simulated
(red, dashed: with Zeff via bremsstrahlung; blue, dashed: with Zeff via line radiation) total
neutron rate for discharge #23782
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The oscillation of the simulated neutron rate, as well as the measured one (black, solid)
is the result of the NBI modulation which uses two alternating beams with different beam
energies. The fact that the simulated neutron rate is about 20% higher than the measured one
is generally observed and is assumed to be a systematic effect of overestimated fast particles
which, according to the simulation, account for around 5% of the electron density in the
core plasma down to 0 at the edge. Given that the difference between both simulations is
smaller than their deviation from the measurement, it is not possible to predict which one of
the profiles provides the better simulation input.
Therefore, it remains unresolved whether the bremsstrahlung or the line radiation delivers
the more reliable Zeff results. Anyway, since the diagnostic capabilities to estimate all impurity
concentrations simultaneously are restricted, only the bremsstrahlung data is used for the
routine estimation of Zeff.
5. Validation of results
The quality of the Zeff results, obtained via IDA and according to the previously justified data
selection, is validated for two different types of discharges. The estimated Zeff values for
standard H-mode and helium discharges both are consistent with the expected values.
5.1. Standard H-mode discharges
Figure 8(a) shows the Zeff profile of discharge #23406. This standard H-mode discharge with
plasma current IP = 1.0MA, toroidal magnetic field Bt =−2.5T and a central electron density
of ne,0 = 9.4× 1019 m−3 was carried out shortly after a boronisation and, therefore, a low
impurity content is expected. This is confirmed by the estimated Zeff values below 1.6 within
the separatrix. Up to ρpol = 0.5 Zeff is actually close to 1.0 as for a pure deuterium plasma.
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Figure 8. (a) Zeff profile and (b) respective measured (black, solid) and modelled (red, dashed)
bremsstrahlung intensity and residuals (green, dotted) of CHR for discharge #23406
It is interesting to note that not even in this region the residuals of the bremsstrahlung
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shown in Figure 8(b) do reach values below -1 which means that the deviation of the modelled
data to smaller values than the measured ones is within the error bars. This indicates that the
Zeff values close to 1 are not an effect of the constraint that Zeff must not be smaller than 1,
but actually consistent with the data.
5.2. Helium discharges
Another possibility to validate the Zeff results is provided by helium discharges. Knowing the
helium concentration and assuming that there are no other impurities, Zeff can be calculated
according to Equation 1. At ASDEX Upgrade the helium concentration is measured with
the Visible Survey Spectrometer (VSS) in the divertor. Due to the higher compression
of hydrogen in the divertor compared to the one of helium, the helium concentration in
the divertor differs from the one in the main chamber. As an estimate for the helium
concentration in the main plasma an upper and lower limit are found in agreement with the
CXRS measurements. [20]
The comparison of Zeff determined from the bremsstrahlung with the one calculated
from the helium concentration was performed for discharge #23619. This discharge with
plasma parameters IP = 1.0MA, Bt = −2.3T and ne,0 = 9.1× 1019 m−3 was carried out
without NBI heating to avoid additional deuterium influx and, therefore, enable a high helium
concentration. The VSS data deliver a helium concentration of 67% in the divertor and,
according to the mentioned correction for the enrichment, of 81−89% in the main chamber.
This corresponds to a Zeff value of around 1.9 which is close to the result of the bremsstrahlung
data in Figure 3(a) and is thus a good validation for the Zeff analysis.
6. Applications to physics investigations
6.1. Loop voltage
According to ULoop ∝ IPσ(Te,Zeff) [21] with the Hirshman-Sigmar conductivity σ , the loop
voltage depends on Zeff and, therefore, its simulation needs Zeff as input parameter.
The results of such simulations using the transport code ASTRA [22] for the startup
phase of discharge #22886 are shown in Figure 9(b). At the beginning of a discharge, the
plasma exists in the limiter phase and, therefore, contains many impurities from the limiter
surface, leading to high Zeff values (cf. Figure 9(a)). The dashed lines in (b) represent the
time traces of the simulated loop voltage for different Zeff profiles, two constant ones (violet
and blue) and in red the one according to the bremsstrahlung data. The comparison with
the measured loop voltage (black, solid) shows a good consistency with the dotted blue line
at around 0.2s and with the dashed violet line at 0.3s and after 0.6s, but all together the
best consistency between measurement and simulation is given by using the experimental Zeff
values. The agreement between the results of the experimental Zeff and the constant one of
3.0 from 0.55s on can be explained with the averaged measured Zeff values of 2.0− 3.0 at
respective times.
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Figure 9. (a) Estimated Zeff profiles (red) at three different time points and constant values
used for the simulation and (b) time traces of measured (black, solid) and simulated loop
voltage (red, dashed: with Zeff via bremsstrahlung; violet, small dashed: with Zeff = 3.0; blue
dotted: with Zeff = 6.0) for discharge #22886
6.2. Nitrogen seeded discharges
The fully tungsten coated machine ASDEX Upgrade needs impurity seeding in the divertor
to reduce the heat flux on the target plates [23]. Beside this cooling effect, the seeding with
nitrogen results in an improved plasma confinement [24]. This behaviour can be correlated
with an increase of Zeff. Therefore, several pairs of discharges with and without nitrogen
seeding were analysed.
The Zeff profiles of one of these pairs with identical plasma parameters IP = 1.0MA,
Bt = −2.5T and ne,0 = 9.2× 1019 m−3 are displayed in Figure 10(a). The nitrogen seeded
discharge #24682 is plotted as a solid blue line, the reference discharge #24681 dashed in red.
The expected enhancement of Zeff with nitrogen seeding is stronger at the edge than in the
core.
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Figure 10. (a) Zeff profiles of discharges #24681 (red, dashed) and #24682 (blue, solid) using
CHR bremsstrahlung data and (b) contour plot of Zeff for discharge #24682
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Figure 10(b) shows the temporal evo-
lution of the Zeff profile with increasing ni-
trogen content. There is a considerable in-
crease of Zeff, starting at the edge and mov-
ing inwards, with the beginning of the ni-
trogen seeding at 1.7s and with its strong
growth at 2.8s. The corresponding time
trace of the nitrogen influx ΦN is displayed
in Figure 11(b). Furthermore, with the
abrupt enhancement of the core Zeff at 4.7s
Figure 10(b) nicely reveals the tungsten ac-
cumulation.
To compare the increase of Zeff with
the confinement enhancement, Figure 11
presents the time traces of Zeff (d) at two
different ρpol values (solid: 0.9, dashed:
0.2) together with the time trace of the H-
factor (c), which is an indicator for the
confinement. Additionally, the NBI heating
power (a), the nitrogen and the deuterium
influx (b) are plotted. The numbers mark the
time intervals with constant plasma settings
that are used in the following analysis.
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Figure 11. Time traces of (a) NBI
heating power PNBI, (b) deuterium
ΦD (orange) influx and nitrogen
seeding ΦN (blue), (c) H-factor H98
and (d) Zeff at ρpol = 0.9 (solid) and
ρpol = 0.2 (dashed) for nitrogen
seeded discharge #24682 (blue)
and its reference #24681 (red)
The H-factor increases for both dis-
charges with rising heating power. Since the
enhancement is much stronger in discharge
#24682, even though the plasma settings are
identical, the nitrogen seeding seems to have
an influence on the confinement.
The correlation between Zeff and H98
is illustrated in Figure 12. The H-factor
of several nitrogen seeded discharges and
one of their references is plotted against
Zeff at ρpol = 0.2/0.9 (empty/full symbols).
The plasma settings were identical during
the examined time periods (described by
different symbols) and only vary in the NBI
heating power and the deuterium influx from
one time period to another.
1.8 - 2.2 s: 5.0 MW
3.0 - 3.4 s: 7.5 MW
4.2 - 4.6 s: 10 MW
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Figure 12. H-factor H98 for
discharges with/without (blue/red)
nitrogen seeding versus Zeff at
ρpol = 0.2/0.9 (open/full symbols)
There is a considerable confinement improvement with increasing Zeff. Regarding the
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core Zeff values, the relation is linear. For the edge Zeff, the H-factor seems to saturate with a
certain Zeff value.
The H-factor is not a spatially resolved quantity. Thus, it is not possible to assign it
to a local Zeff value. Nevertheless, it is assumed that one contribution to the confinement
improvement is a result of increased Zeff at the edge, regarding the peeling-ballooning-limit
[25]. According to this limit one expects equal edge pressure gradients for the nitrogen seeded
discharges and their references. Additionally, the pedestal width is supposed to be the same,
since the only dependencies found, the heating power [26] and the pedestal beta poloidal [27],
are identical in both cases. As a result of these two assumptions of same pressure gradients
and pedestal widths, also the total pressure values at the pedestal top should be equal for
identical discharge conditions. This would allow to link the edge temperature enhancement of
the seeded discharge with its deuterium dilution due to the nitrogen influx and, therefore, with
the edge Zeff. The observed stiff temperature profiles [28] and less dilution in the core, which
is fulfilled for hollow Zeff profiles, would cause a higher total pressure and, therefore, explain
the confinement improvement. Detailed analysis to affirm this correlation is in progress.
7. Conclusion
As demonstrated, Integrated Data Analysis in the framework of Bayes Probability Theory
provides the possibility to combine several diagnostics for one joint Zeff profile. This enables
to reveal deficiencies of the different diagnostics and, therefore, to find a reasonable selection
of data. The selected data deliver consistent results and permit the routine generation of Zeff
profiles. Due to the identified limitations of some diagnostics for the Zeff analysis, it is not
possible to exploit the full potential of IDA. To avoid these restrictions of the measured data
some modifications of the experimental setup might be useful. For instance, the relocation of
the gas valves into the divertor which has been done for the next experimental campaign shall
prevent the perturbation of the bremsstrahlung signals by the deuterium influx.
With the analysis of standard H-mode and helium discharges the range of the Zeff values
could be validated. Furthermore, it was pointed out that the simulations of the loop voltage
and the neutron rate with Zeff are consistent with the measurements. An interesting physics
aspect was the correlation of the confinement improvement with enhanced Zeff values. To
validate the assumption that the confinement improvement arises from increased Zeff values
at the edge with respect to the peeling-ballooning-instability, further investigations of Zeff in
nitrogen seeded discharges are necessary.
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